Rather than discussing the isolated merits of a nor mative theory of uncertainty, this paper focuses on a class of problems , referred to as Dynamic Classifi ca tion Problem (DCP), which requires the integration of many theories, including a prescriptive theory of uncertainty.
of many theories, including a prescriptive theory of uncertainty.
We start by analyzing the Dynamic Classification Problem (DCP) and defining its induced require ments on a supporting (plausible) reasoning system.
We provide a summary of the underlying theory (based on the semantics of many-valed logics) and il lustrate the constraints imposed upon it to ensure the modularity and computational performance required by the applications.
We describe the technologies used for knowledge engineering (such as object-based simulator to ex ercise requirements, and development tools to build the KB and functionally validate it). We empha size the difference between development environ ment and run-time system, describe the rule cross compiler , and the real-time inference engine with meta-reasoning capabilities.
Finally, we illustrate how our proposed technology satisfi es the DCP's requirements and analyze some of the lessons learned from its applications to situ ation assessment problems for Pilot's Associate and Submarine Commander Associate.
1
Normative vs. Prescriptive
Theories of Uncertainty
The search for a nonnative uncertainty theory to be used in reasoning systems has been a major driv- 
22
ing force in our research community. In the past, we have witnessed long discussions [Che85] defend ing the rationale of Cox's probability axioms [Cox46] .
We have also argued about the merits of many pro posed revisions: the proponents of interval-based rep resentations have questioned Cox's axiom related to the sufficiency of a single number to represent uncer tainty; the proponents of possibility measures have provided reasonable modifications to Cox's first and third axioms and derived from them solutions that are not probability measures [DP88] ; others have ar gued that Cox's second axiom is only natural to a reduced set of people (familiar with conditional prob abilities) [Sha88] . More recently, these religious wars have subsided, and a slightly more tolerant view has emerged. Uncertainty tools have been divided into extensional and intensional approaches, according to their respective focus on computational efficiency or purer semantics [Pea88] . In the 1988 Uncertainty Workshop, there has been an increased awareness of classes of problems requiring a prescriptive rather than a normative approach to reasoning with uncer tainty.
Therefore, instead of proposing a modified uncer tainty theory or a new application, we will describe one of such class es of problems and illustrate the com plex evolution required for its solution. We will take the reader from the conception of a theory of un certainty, through the development of an embedding technology (subject to the constraints induced from integrating it with other complementary theories), to the development and deployment of a knowledge based system for one of many instances of such prob lem class. In the next section, we will analyze the Dynamic Classification Problem (DCP), define its in duced requirements on a supporting (plausible) rea soning system, and illustrate some of technical risks involved in applying such reasoning system. This will be followed, in the third section, by a brief descrip tion of the underlying theory and of the constraints followed to implement its embedding technology. In the fourth section, we will describe the technologies used for knowledge engineering, emphasize the differ ence between development environment and run-time system, and explain their control of reasoning. Fi nally, in the fifth section, we will illustrate how our proposed technology satisfi es the DCP's requirements and we will analyze some of the lessons learned from its applications. 
Requirements for the Reasoning Tool
The development of reasoning systems addressing SA problems is characterized by a variety of require ments, and an associated set of risks. We have clas sifi ed these risks into the following three categories that will be brefly described: inadequate knowledge representation, inference, and control; unwanted side effects of the methodology used in the development;
classical Software Engineering problems applied to AI software. In Sections four and five, we will illustrate the approaches and aids developed with our technol ogy to overcome such risks. Figure 1 : The Dynamic Classification Problem part of the system's overhead, will use compile time knowledge about rule execution-time and bounds on the amount of information content provided to determine, at run-time, the best (or the satisficing) answer within the time con straints.
2.1.2
Unwanted Side Effects of the Methodology Used in the Development Due to the evolving requirements of the SA class of problems, these applications undergo a large number of iterative refi nements, as described by the rapid prototyping paradigm [Pre87) . This constant feed back allows the Knowledge Base architect to develop a working understanding of the problem, of the in teractions between the various modules into which the original problem has been functionally decom posed, of the message traffic between these modules, etc. This information is then used by the KB archi tect to reass ign functions to modules, to modify data structures, to establish new communication lines, to determine global vs. local variables, etc. However, rapid prototyping may induce a sloppy KB designer into the fallacy that an original toy problem and its corresponding design will easily scale-up to a full-size application. Thus, the ease of scalability from small prototypes is a constant requirement to be addressed in this type of problems.
2.1.3
Class ical Software Engineering Problems Applied to AI Software
The development of Knowledge-based systems presents numerous difficulties common to the devel opment of more conventional software. The presence 24 of uncertainty in the reasoning process further com plicates these issues. The most common problems are: KB functional validation, i.e. testing the cor rectness and completeness of the rule set; KB perfor mance validation, i.e., verifying that the application's response-time meets the timing requirements; porta bility of application to different platforms, i.e., provid ing a technology transfer path that enables multiple run-time versions, while still ensuring software main tenance. In Section 4 we will illustrate our proposed solutions to these requirements.
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RUM's Theory and Con straints RUM (Reasoning with Uncertainty Module) is a sys tem for reasoning with uncertainty whose underlying theory is anchored on the semantics of many-valued logics [Bon87b] . Such system provides a represen tation layer to capture structural and numerical in formation about the uncertainty, an inference layer to provide a selection of truth-functional triangular norm based calculi [BD86) , and a control layer to fo cus the reasoning on subset of the KB, to (procedu rally) resolve ignorance and confl ict, and to maintain the integrity of the inference base via a belief revision system.
Triangular Norms and Multi
Valued Logics RUM's inference layer is built on a set of fi ve Tri angular norms (T-norms) based calculi. The theory ofT-norms and its underlying calculi have been cov ered in previous articles [Bon87b] , [BD86] , [Bon87a) ,
[Bon87c], [BGD87] . This subsection is included for the reader's convenience. Triangular norms (T-norms) and Triangular conorms (T-conorms) are the most general families of binary functions that satisfy the requirements of the conjunction and disjunction operators, respectively. T-norms and T-conorms are two-place functions from [O,l] The five T-norms used in RUM are:
Their corresponding DeMorgan dual T-conorms, denoted by S;(a,b), is defined as:
All the calculi operations required in RUM can be expressed as a function of a T-norm and a negation operator. These operations are further elaborated upon in [Bon87b].
RUM's Constraints: Descriptions and Definitions
The decision procedure for a logic based on real valued truth values is (potentially) much more com putationally expensive than the decision procedure for crisp logic. In crisp logic only one proof is needed to establish the validity of a theorem. In real-valued logic all possible proofs must be explored in order to ensure that the certainty of a proposition has been maximized. RUM deals with the possible computa tional explosion through a series of trade-offs:
1. RUM allows the user to create rules with vari ables (rule-templates). These variables repre sent complex objects with multiple attributes.
1 This boundary conditions resolve the possible indetermi nations of the T-norms Ti and T-cononns S; defined in the paper; i.e .. 1
The typical problems of first order reasoning are avoided by instantiating the rule templates at run time. The implicit universal quantifi er (that determines the scope of the variables in the rules) is replaced by on ongoing enumeration of the in stances of the objects encountered by the rea soning system. Thus, a single rule may give rise to many rule instances at run time, but all these rule instances will be propositional.
2. RUM does not allow cyclic (monotonic) rules. Given the rule P ;:::': � Q, RUM uses the amount of confirmation of P, the degree of sufficiency s, and modus ponens to derive the amount of con firmation of Q. Similarly, by using the amount of refutation of P, the degree of necessity n and modus tollens, RUM derives the amount of refu tation of Q. The other two modalities ( neces sity and modus ponens, sufficiency and modus to/lens) are not used, as they would determine values of P from Q.
Note that most T-norms are strictly monoton ically decreasing. Cyclic rules that propagate their truth values using these T-norms will con tinually cycle until all the truth values are 0 ( un less relaxations, tagging, or other methods were used). Only one T-norm (min) satisfies the ax ioms of a (pseudo-complemented) lattice, 2 and therefore would not exhibit this problem.
3. P and -.P are essentially treated independently. The certainty of P is represented by the LB of P. The certainty of -.P is represented as the negation of the UB of P. With one exception, the LB and UB do not affect each other. That exception is when the LB becomes greater than the UB, which roughly corresponds to the sit uation when both P and -.P are believed with high degrees of certainties. When this happens a conflict handler tries to detect the source of the inconsistency.
4. Disjunctions in the conclusions of rules are not allowed.
These restrictions amount to allowing only acyclic quantitative Horn clauses. The following defi nitions formalize some of the above constraints.
Definitions: A RUM specifi cation is a triple (W, I, J). W is a set of wff's, such that whenever w E W, wE W. For wE W, LB(w) E [0, 1] is the amount of evidence confirming the truth of w. 1 -UB(w) E [0, 1] is the amount of evidence confirming the falsity of 2Idempotency (or equiv..Jently, Non-Archimedean) is the the required T-norm property.
w. LB(w) = 1 -UB{w).3 I C W, is a distinguished set of input wffs, that could potentially take on values from the outside world. J is a set of justifications. Each justification is a triple {P, s, c). P C W is the premises of the justification. s E [0, 1] is the sufficiency of the justification. c E W is the conclusion of the justification.
Definition: A conflict occurs when 3 w E W s.t. LB(w) + LB(w) > 1.
Definitions: A RUM rule graph is a triple (A, 0, E). Where A is the AND nodes in an AND /OR graph, 0 is the OR nodes, and E is the arcs (n1, n2). The RUM rule graph (A, 0, E) of a RUM specification (W, J) is given by A= J, W = 0, and (j E J, wE W) E E iff J=(P, s, c) A w =c. (wE W,j E J) E E iff J =(P, s, c) A wE P. Additionally each arc emanating from a justification is labeled with a real number E [0, 1] representing its contribution to its conclusion.
Definition: A valid RUM specifi cation is one in which the corresponding rule graph is acyclic.
Definition: A RUM rule graph is admissible iff:
1. the label of each arc leaving a justifi cation equals the T-norm of the arcs entering the justification and the LBs of the premises of the justification and 2. the LB of each wff is the S-conorm of the labels of the arcs entering it.
Due to these restrictions a simple linear time algo rithm is able to propagate the correct numeric bounds through a valid RUM rule graph to generate an ad missible rule graph. The only possible exponential step is when the conflict handler 'bas to resolve an inconsistency.
PRIMO's Extensions to RUM
RUM deals with missing information in a procedural form, by attaching demons to the ignorance measure of the value assignments to a variable. RUM, how ever, does not provide any declarative representation to handle incomplete information. In a recently proposed approach (BCGS89], we have addressed the problem integrating defeasi ble reasoning, based on non-monotonically justified rules,4 with plausible reasoning, based on monotonic rules with partial degrees of sufficiency and necessity.
3Note this is the 8&lll e relationship as that between support and plausibility in Demp6ter-Shafer theory and that between 0 and 0 in modal logics.
• A non-monotonicall y justified rule j is of the form:
In this approach, uncertainty measures are prop agated through a directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose nodes can either be object-level wffs or non monotonic loops. The links in the DAG are plau sible inference rules with Horn clause restrictions. The non-monotonic loops are composed of non monotonically justified rules. The key idea is to ex ploit the information of the monotonic links carrying uncertainty measures, by creating a preference func tion that will be used to select the extension, i.e., the fixed point of the non-monotonic loop, which is maximally consistent with the soft constraints im posed by the monotonic links. Thus, instead of mini mizing the cardinality of abnormality types (McC86] or of performing temporal minimizations (Sho86] , we maximize an information-content function based on the uncertainty measure. This method breaks the symmetry of the (potentially) multiple fixed points in each loop by selecting the most likely extension. This idea is currently being implemented in PRIMO (Plausible Reasoning MOdule), RUM's successor.
4
The Integrated RUM/RUMrunner Technology
The Rapid Prototyping Paradigm
We have observed that dynamic class ification prob lems are characterized by an evolving set of require ments and need the use of the rapid prototyping methodology for their development [Pre87] . The pro totypes are developed in rich and flexible environ ments in which various AI techniques are used. A knowledge base is generated, debugged, modifi ed, and tested until a "satisficing" solution is obtained from this development phase. Then the prototype is ready for deployment: it is ported to specific plat forms and embedded into larger systems. The de ployment's success, however, depends on the applica tion performing in real-time. If the reasoning system does not provide good timely information, then the application will not be able to react fast enough to its environment. Even after deployment, the proto type cycle must continue, because performance verifi cation can only take place in a real-time environment. 
Simulation Environment
The simulation environment is composed of four basic modules: the window subsystem, a window based user interface for displaying maps; the anno tation subsystem, an intelligent database for display ing time varying features; LOTTA, the simulator;
and a set of tools for interfacing to a reasoning sys tem. LOTTA is a symbolic simulator implemented in an object-oriented language (Symbolics Flavors).
LOTTA maintains time varying situations in a mul tiple player antagonistic game where players assess situations and make decisions in light of uncertain and incomplete data. LOTTA has no reasoning ca pabilities; these are provided by external reasoning modules, easily interfaced to the LOTTA data struc tures. LOTTA is further described in [BA88).
Reasoning System: RUM
The integrated reasoning system is composed of RUM [BGD87] , a rich, user-friendly development environ ment, and RUMrunner, a small and quick run-time system, and translation software to span the two (see Figure 2) . RUM's rule-based system integrates both procedu ral and declarative knowledge in its representation.
This integration is essential to solve situation assess ment problems, which involve both heuristic and pro cedural knowledge. 
Reasoning System: RUMrunner
The objective of RUMrunner [Pfa87] is to provide a software tool that transforms the customized knowl edge base generated during the development phase, RUMrunner has four major qualities: it provides a meaningful subset of AI techniques, it runs fast, it has the functionality of a real-time system, and it does not require the software engineer to re-program the application in the target environment. To increase speed, RUMrunner takes advantage of the fact that the application has been completely de veloped and debugged. It provides a minimum of error checking because the application is assumed ei ther to be debugged already, or to be robust enough to handle errors. RUMrunner's time performance in reasoning tasks is partially due to the compilation of the knowledge base. As a result of this compilation, new or different rules or units cannot be created in the knowledge base after the translation.
RUMrunner provides additional functionality for applications which must satisfy real-time require ments. A RUMrunner application is able to carry out and control a set of activities to rapidly respond to its environment. To meet these goals, the inter face of RUMrunner with the application program is designed to be asynchronous, allowing the applica tion to avoid unnecessary delays. In addition, the application is able to handle externally or internally driven interrupts. It is also able to prioritize tasks, by using an agenda mechanism, so that RUMrun ner handles the most important ones first. RUMrun ner is performance-conscious by ensuring that tasks execute within a specifi ed amount of time. This is done through planning the execution of a single task as suggested by Durfee and Lesser [DL87] . Finally, RUMrunner is implemented in Common LISP, thus it can be ported to many machines without requir ing any proprietary software. RUMrunner, is further elaborated upon in [Pfa87].
The approach followed in developing RUMrunner is predicated on the following three steps: Knowledge Base compilation; execution-time estimation; run time/real-time execution. This process is indicated in Figure 3. 
4.4.1

Knowledge Base Compilation
One of the most natural steps used to improve the performance of a program is to compile it to avoid unnecessary run-time checks, searches, and value sub stitutions. In the case of a knowledge base, the com pilation is done at the representation language level (beside the traditional compilation from source code to object code, done at the programming language level). Following this philosophy, we have developed a RUM-rule compile, composed of three components :
1. Reader /Translator -to read the information stored in the hierarchical rule base, originally written in customized macro-expressions and then expanded into a graph of KEE Units 
Execution-time Estimation
During the development of the knowledge base, an object oriented simulator (LOTTA) was used to cre ate and run a variety of scenarios representing a sub stantial set of requirements to be met by the reason ing system. The simulation runs generated numerous track-files, which were then stored. which are asserting a value assignment for some other variable-node in the network. The local state of each node in the DAG has a validity flag, indicating whether the information in the cache can be fetched, or should be recomputed due to changes or obsoles cence. The validity flag are maintained by a belief revision system similar to the one used in RUM.
Asynchronous Processing. An agenda mecha nism is used to asynchronously receive any number of input tasks (such as backward-chaining on a goal or forward-chaining on a given piece of evidence) from various sources. The agenda scheduler (see below)
sorts the tasks according to their characteristics. The outputs of RUMrunner are isolated from other con necting systems via buffers or streams.
Task Priorities and Deadlines. Each task in the agenda receives a (static) level number, determining the relative priority of the task with respect to the other ones. A time-deadline, expressed in absolute time, is attached to the task to indicate its urgency (i.e., its expiration time). The task are sorted by priority and, within the same priority level, by the shortest deadline.
Individual Processes. Each task in the agenda is assigned a separate process. Such process is then ter minated, once the task is completed. This capability requires an underlying operating system supporting multi-tasking.
Interrupts. External or internal interrupts, with re-entrant reasoning, can superseed the current task.
Three types of interrupts have been implemented: the internal interrupts caused by queries approach ing their assigned time-deadlines; the external inter rupts caused by queries with higher priority than the one currently addressed; and the external interrupts caused by new input data characterized by higher pri ority than the current query.
Scoping the KB by Rule Classes. Design-time partitions of the Knowledge Base, expressed by a hi erarchy of rule classes and sub-classes, can be ex ploited at run-time by adding to the task an optional argument describing the subset of the KB (denoted as a list of rule classes/sub-class es), which is relevant to the task. As a result, forward and backward chaining can be scoped by this optional argument.
Planning to Meet Deadlines. A run-time plan ning system determines the largest amount of redun dancy (parallel proof trees) which the system can afford to use and still meet its time-deadline. At run-time, a graph traversal determines the validity flags of the nodes in the sub-graph used to solve the task. The cost of those nodes whose validity flag is requiring a re-execution are retrieved from the ta bles. With this information the total estimated time for the path is computed. By taking into account the sharing of common nodes in different paths, the plan ner maximizes the coverage of the sub-graph that can be executed within the allocated time budget (deter mined by the task deadline and the current clock time). A current option for the planner is to use an upper bound of the amount of 'certainty potentially provided by each path in the compiled network (i.e., the minimum of the sufficiency values attached to the links of the path). This bound is a static measure of information content, which can be used in conjunc tion with the estimated execution cost to determine the set of reasoning paths to be used. 3. Such default assertions are retracted by the sys tem, when a reliable evidence or conclusion is encountered by the system.
4. RUM's belief revision is essential to the dynamic aspect of the classification problem. The belief revision mechanism detects changes in the in put, keeps track of the dependency of interme diate and final conclusions on these inputs, and maintains the validity of these inferences. For any conclusion made by a rule, the mechanism monitors the changes in the certainty measures that constitute the conclusion's support. Valid ity flags are used to reflect the state of the cer tainty. For example, a flag can indicate that the uncertainty measure is valid, unreliable (because of a change in the support), too ignorant to be useful, or inconsistent with respect to the other evidence.
erated by RUM is then automatically trans lated and compiled into compact data structures. RUMrunner reasons opportunistically with these data structures to achieve the run-time perfor mance required by most real-time applications.
Addressing the Scalability Issue
A crucial aspect of a good architecture is the ease with which it can be fu nctionally decomposed. The RUM/RUMrunner tool also provides the knowledge engineer with a dynamic partition mecha nism, referred to as context mechanism. The context represents the set of preconditions determining the rule's applicability to a given situation. These pre conditions can be described by predicates on object level variables (such as the quadrant location of an oncoming object) or by predicates on meta-level vari ables (such as restrictions on the types of sensor to be used or the amount of available time before an action is due). This mechanism provides an efficient dynamic screening of the knowledge base by fo cusing the inference process on small rule subsets.
These (static and dynamic) partitions represent an approximation to an optimal solution derived by us ing the entire knowledge base. Theoretically, they could cause a potential loss of correctness and com pleteness in the solution. Pragmatically, they are es se � t . ial to ensure proper fu nctional testing, expand ability, and maintenance of the application software.
5.3
Addressin g the Software Engineering Problems Figure 2 , in the previous section, illustrates the cas cading tasks associated with the development of a knowledge base application. In all these scenarios, LOTTA maintained ground truth (i.e. , states and sets of orders of all the players ' objects.) At the end of each sensor phase, LOTTA generated the corresponding track fi le information representing the perceived truth of the simulated world. These track fi les have then been used to test the rule set for consistency and completeness. The same track files, stored as buffers, have later been applied as probing input to exercise the run-time sys tem.
RUM's conclusion's explanation and traceability facilities have been used to identify and analyze the dominant rules responsible for specific conclusions. By comparing the conclusions with ground truth, the knowledge engineer has been able to detect and cor rect eventual discrepancies. This corrective process was achieved by verifying the validity of the input to the rule set (track file information), by examining the context of the active rules, by analyzing the struc ture o_f th � active rules (under or over constrained), by _ cahbratmg the strength of the dominant rules (suf �ci _ ency and necessity), and by modifying the sensi tivity to uncertainty exhibited by the dominant rules (uncertainty calculus selection).
5.3.2
Addressing the Performance Va lidation
Issue
The objective of this task is to guarantee that the software will meet the timing requirements imposed by the real-time constraints, while still maintaining the same fu nctional behavior.
As described in the above sections, this goal is achieved by a combination of efforts: the translation of R:UM's complex data structure into simpler, more efficient ones (to reduce overhead); the compilation of the rule set into a modified RETE net [Mir87] Commander's Associate), navigation and diagnosis.
